The following is part of the result of more than three years research. As the result of my fight with
criminals and because of the free information that I have shared and I am sharing to counteract psyops
and to prevent disinformation by globalists I am being prevented from locating jobs.
If you find this information helpful please consider donating both to the cause and for my work via my
site at:
http://www.geoengineeringlawsuit.ca
If you are donating to my work please add a note stating so when you are donating however if you are
donating to the cause you do not need to add any note. This lawsuit will be CLOSED on December 10,
2014 if we cannot fund $5000 by December 9, 2014. Please feel free to distribute this article only if free
of charge and without any manipulation of the content.

HAARP
The following is only some part of capabilities of Tesla Transmitters, HAARP, NEXRAD known to us.
They can create:
 Floods or droughts;
 Earthquake,
They can be used to:





Mass Mind control of an entire population or just an individual at any distance on earth
Military communications
Surveillance
Find deep underground deposits of natural resources and so on.

Nano particles added to the atmosphere will be ionized (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionization ) by
either the sun's ray or by the ELF or EMF waves pointed at these particles via HAARP ... Then it will
create what they call Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN)
(http://www.weatherquestions.com/What_are_condensation_nuclei.htm )
Basically it turns the nano particles to a charged plasma so they can be either used as CCN to create
floods or if they do heat up the particles via HAARP then they can create droughts. So most of the
droughts and floods are man-made and are being done through this process I explained.
However the issue is that only one time use of HAARP to manipulate the ionosphere will and have
created an effect explained and called by Dr. Rosalie Bertell, the "Trigger Effect" which no one will be
able to stop. The following is a quote from the article below:

"Moreover, the effects of this know-how (as published) cannot be controlled, some researchers say.
Even a single use of this weapon [HAARP] may result in so-called trigger effect which no one will be able
to stop: Earthquakes, sudden cooling on the global scale, etc. In the opinion of Canadian scientist Rosalie
Bertel, who is studying the effects of wars on the environment, intense disturbance of ionosphere may
result in a release of huge masses of free electrons – so-called electron showers. For its part, this might
result in the change of electric potential of the poles and ensuing shift of the magnetic pole of the Earth.
Simply speaking, the planet will capsize. So the location of the north pole will become uncertain. "
http://www.wired.com/2008/01/russian-journal/#ixzz0wQo1se23

CO2, Methane, Global Warming
First of all nobody denies that CO2 and Methane can contribute to global warming. In fact Methane is a
much stronger green house gas than CO2. However the amount of CO2 and Methane in the atmosphere
and their contribution to the global warming is so slim that cannot be considered as a major cause for
the global warming.
CO2 is responsible for only 3.618% of greenhouse effect. Methane is only responsible for 0.360% of
greenhouse effect.
Water vapor is the most dominant element in causing green house effect! and is responsible for 95% of
the greenhouse effect.

Anthropogenic contribution to the greenhouse effect by all gases in total is only
0.28%!

See http://www.geocraft.com/WVFossils/greenhouse_data.html
Furthermore global warming has been paused for the last 18 years and this has even been
acknowledged by the IPCC. See
IPCC Railroad engineer Pachauri acknowledges ‘No warming for 17 years’:
http://wattsupwiththat.com/2013/02/22/ipcc-railroad-engineer-pachauri-acknowledges-no-warmingfor-17-years/
watch the entire presentation by Dr. Tim Ball who is a Canadian Geologist explaining it all here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPzpPXuASY8
As for why CO2 is being falsely introduced as the cause of manmade global warming is because, They
want to hold human responsible for global warming and then ask the governments to add Carbon Tax!!
and also they want to use the "Cap and Trade system" to steal money from other countries. See
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emissions_trading
and finally they want to finance their New World Order plan with these stolen money gathered via these
methods!!
One more thing I would like to add is that the Sun has gone into hibernation and NASA has
acknowledged this. Sun controls the climate on earth not CO2!! The following graph is the count of sun
spots on the Sun which is getting lower. It means Sun is going to sleep mode. Therefore global warming
can NOT exist when the sun is in hibernation!
See: http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/images/ssn_predict_l.gif

also see this:
http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/predict.shtml
CO2 does NOT drive the climate rather CO2 is caused by warming. If the weather is warm the ocean
surface will release CO2 and the amount of CO2 can go up and human also contribute to the amount of
CO2 by burning fossil fuels. There has been times that the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere has gone
up but we have had cooling in the climate. For this please see Dr. Easterbrook's presentation before the
US Senate at:
Dr Don Easterbrook Exposes Climate Change Hoax
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LkMweOVOOI&feature=share
I highly recommend you to go through my posts in my campaign page at:
https://www.facebook.com/GeoengineeringLawsuit/
and my site at: http://www.geoengineeringlawsuit.ca/
In regards to IPCC please note that IPCC is a political organization and Mr. John Casey, former White
House space program adviser, consultant to NASA Headquarters, and space shuttle engineer, has made
an assessment of their 5th report on climate change rendering it a FRAUDULENT report. See:
Mr. John Casey's Assessment of IPCC report:
http://www.spaceandscience.net/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/unipccar5summaryforpolicymaker
sssrcopinion.pdf
There are conflicting ideas in regards to Carbon black. Some
BTW do you know how much is the Cap and Trade SCAM?
$10 Trillion / year!!!!
http://www.glennbeck.com/content/articles/article/198/39670/

Chemtrails, Geoengineering and Aerosols
How they affect the climate
The impact of aerosol in weather depends on three parameters.
1-Component of the aerosol
2-Size of the aerosol
3-Height at which the aerosol is being sprayed

say it will warm the weather, some say smaller size carbon
black will cool in some places and it will warm in other places.
From what I read and considering the effect of the aerosol
size on warming or cooling of the weather I would agree that
smaller size carbon black will have cooling effect in most
areas just like other aerosols.
Read last paragraph on page 41 and then page 42 and 43 of
"STRATOSPHERIC GEOENGINEERING WITH BLACK
CARBON AEROSOLS" by "BENJAMIN S. KRAVITZ"
https://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/rutgers-lib/33892/PDF/1/
Ramanthan et al
http://www-ramanathan.ucsd.edu/files/pr106.pdf
quote: "Absorbing aerosols such as black carbon can even
change the sign of the forcing from negative (cooling) to
positive (warming)[e.g., Haywood and Shine, 1997;
Heintzenberg et al., 1997; Liao and Seinfeld, 1998; ..."

If aerosol is water vapor just like normal clouds or contrails and or if it is Carbon Black then surely it will
have warming effect in the weather if it is persistent for a long period of time then in the climate
because both of these absorb the sun’s ray and heat up the atmosphere and trap the heat causing
normal cloud

Also read: Can the direct and semi-direct aerosol effect compete
with the indirect effect on a global scale?
http://www.iac.ethz.ch/doc/publications/Semi-direct-effect.pdf

warming.
Before I go to the next discussion I would like to add that if there is nothing in the air and we have a
clear sky then 100% of the sun’s ray reach the earth’s surface.
If we add certain particles which I will discuss later in this article then less than 100% sun’s ray will reach
the earth’s surface therefore having cooling effect. This is a common sense and does not need one to be
a scientist to understand it.
Now back to my discussion if we replace the water vapor and carbon black with certain metallic particles
three things may happen:
1-Aerosol may reflect back the sun’s ray to the sky
2-Aerosol may absorb some of the sun’s ray
3-Aerosol may or may not have any effect’s in longwave or infrared
So as you can see component is very important.
Now let’s go to the size of the particles. This is the rule, the smaller is the particle size the higher is the
cooling effect it will have.
The smaller sized particles will have no effect on long waves (the waves that are being reflected back
from the earth surface to the space) and only will have effect on the short waves (the sun’s ray). This is
based on the studies that have been done and have been confirmed by Prof. Alan Robock. See also
Philip J. Rasch et al “Exploring the geoengineering of climate using stratospheric sulfate aerosols: The
role of particle size” at:
www.climateknowledge.org/figures/Rood_Climate_Change_AOSS480_Documents/Rasch_Sulfate_Size_
GRL_2008.pdf
One quote from the study above states: “When the particles are small they primarily scatter in the solar
part of the energy spectrum, and play no role in the longwave; when large they scatter and absorb in
the solar wavelengths, but also absorb in the infrared?”
but as you are aware chemtrails and geoengineering mostly contain nano sized Aluminum, barium,
strontium, sulfuric acid etc. So it is perfectly safe to agree that these aerosols will have cooling effect in
most cases.
So conclusion is that nano sized particles will have more cooling effect than bigger sized particles.
Now it is common sense that if the height of aerosol being sprayed in the sky is lower then more of the
sun’s ray will reach the ambient above the aerosol within the earth’s atmosphere and if the height is
higher less of it will reach that area. So this means the lower is the height of the aerosol the LESS cooling
effect it will have because more warm air is present in the ambient above the aerosol within the earth’s
atmosphere and the higher is the aerosol the MORE cooling effect it will have.

